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OR SOME reason, as I read Jonathan

Harding’s fascinating article in the Racing Post

of April 26 on the possible effect on the British

racing and bloodstock industries of the

increasing prize-money in Hong Kong and

Australia, I found myself thinking of the old (American?)

saying: ‘It’s a nice place to visit, but I wouldn’t want to live

there’.

In my mind’s eye, I have a hazy recollection of a sketch

from Rowan and Martin’s Laugh-In, which, scarily enough,

a Google search tells me ran from 1968 to 1973, where the

ensemble are singing that phrase while general comedic

chaos is taking place. I may be wrong about that, but would

love it, as Kevin Keegan might say, if some equally ancient

reader could confirm that memory.

Anyway, to get back to the point, as I read Harding’s

article it seemed to me that changing one word of that

saying would enable it to tie in with what I was reading. As

John Gosden warned recently, British racing is in danger of

becoming little more than a nursery for foreign owners.

Harding details how increased prize-money in Australia,

and now in Hong Kong, is leading to more and more

foreign owners sourcing horses in Britain specifically with

a view to exporting them to racing jurisdictions where the

return to owners is more palatable. In effect, those foreign

owners are telling us that Britain ‘is a nice place to visit,

but I wouldn’t want to race there’. 

As Harding reports, the Hong Kong Jockey Club has

recently announced a record 11.5% increase to prize-money

‘due to the increased global competition in sourcing the

best bloodstock’, taking its total to £158.5m for the

2022/2023 season.

ALPH Beckett, president of the National Trainers

Federation, is realistic about the present situation.

‘Trading is the best way to survive as a racehorse

trainer, frankly’, he told Harding, ‘and that’s going to work

while we have the best pedigrees.’ But he warns that the

increase in prize-money abroad will only increase the

buying power of foreign owners. 

‘We all train for owners who don’t want to sell,’ he

argues, ‘but to remain in the game, they have to.’

David Redvers, racing manager of Qatar Racing, also

imparted some worrying information to Harding. ‘We’re

sending all of our three-year-olds who are not clearly Group

horses here out to Australia and the United States rather

than having them in training here, and we’re certainly not

the only ones doing so,’ he reports.

Redvers goes on to cite a chilling example in Selino, a

Champs Elysees gelding who finished second for Qatar

Racing in the 2020 renewal of the Doncaster Cup (Group

2). Having won £17,200 for that British run, the gelding

collected £741,292 for landing the Sydney Cup, a Group 1

Handicap, at Randwick the following April, and £18,960

just for finishing fourth in a Group 3 Handicap at

Flemington in October. 

‘Several of the big international breeding operations are

doing the same,’ Redvers warns. ‘British racing is used to

breed and educate….and if they’re not going to be genuine

Group or Listed fillies or colts that can join the breeding

pool, they’re sold abroad.’

Of course, racing in Hong Kong and Australia takes

place on different funding models. Unlike here in Britain,

the jerseys weren’t sold to the bookmakers long ago. 

Additionally, the comparatively better prize-money in

France and Ireland has already had an effect on the quality

of our racing, in attracting established British owners to

race their horses abroad rather than at home.

HESE are extremely worrying developments and

all of the stakeholders in British racing and

bloodstock need to sit up and take notice.  The

export of horses abroad to richer pastures is already having

a significant impact on field sizes, which in turn will lead to

a drop in betting turnover and in media rights payments to

racecourses. 

The bookmakers will not be happy and neither will the

racecourses. And with so many horses rated from 81 to 100

plying their trade elsewhere, the quality of our domestic

racing product will decline for sure.

Urgent action is needed to address these issues without

delay. Racing’s tripartite structure notoriously makes it

difficult to secure agreement on any proposal which would

impact positively on the sport. Sadly, for as long as our

administrators continue to bicker, the standing, and health,

of our sport will continue to decline. 
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ERHAPS because my interest in racing is principally

directed towards Flat racing, the sorry saga of the

Robbie Dunne/Bryony Frost affair largely passed me

by. However, the BHA press release after the Appeal Board

published its written reasons for its decision to reduce the

penalty imposed on Dunne tickled my fancy.

To my mind, the BHA’s statement contains implied criticism

of the Appeal Board’s decision and in particular it is critical of

the board’s ‘structure’; it goes so far as to say that such panels,

as well as having the appropriate legal skills and experience,

‘ought also to be appropriately diverse and inclusive at all

times.’ 

A bit of an own goal, perhaps, given that they had the

opportunity of ensuring that when Christopher Quinlan carried

out his review of the Disciplinary Panel and Appeal Board as

recently as September 2016?  
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